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larabmoon • 14 days ago

Hi Marina,
Happy New Year!
Thanks for the wonderful synastry reading. So much to digest! Very comprehensive. So auspicious for us to be your first one of the new year, too.
Glad and relieved to hear the compatibility is not all in my head or wishful thinking, and that Mars/Saturn will not be the death of us considering
we just got engaged. Nice to know the timing for the wedding is good, too!
So interesting about the Ceres and Lillith aspects. He definitely does see me as a spirit muse. I do feel the desire to "help" him with healthier
lifestyle choices, but try to tread lightly bc of my tendency to want to fix people.
Funny about the karmic contracts, too. He always says we are soulmates. I thought, oh, yeah, everyone says that in the heady first days. I am also
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wary of that term bc recent interpretations say it denotes the person who will teach you a lesson you don't want to learn and it will be super
painful. Eek! But who knows. The Internet is full of theories and bullshit.
And midMay is when we formally decided to date exclusively! Wild that you pinged May 17 as a red letter day in our relationship.
So much rang true and so much made me want to learn more. Will definitely be getting him a reading for his bday in the summer.
Best to you in 2018!
xo
L

△ ▽ • Share ›
Nyla - Santa Monica, CA • 21 days ago

To me, simply saying "thank you" to Marina feels nirvanic. A soul so adept, here to help us reflect on another mission we have entwined ourselves
within, a path that we are voraciously seeking to remember...How do you try to explain the benefit of allowing let's say a journalist an all access
pass to tour with you  the headliner of the show. For that can reveal truths that cut too close...however, it could also reveal your glory, the reason
your heart beats. So to begin, those few words really it couldn't illustrate her worth.
So for those of you brave enough to seek guidance...do read on.
Marina is in theory and for narrative purpose only, similar to those precious jewels you only bring out on special occasions. She is in essence the
touch of musk you press from the perfume bottle to your pulse point, just as the pheromones coalesce with the scent, she penetrates within and
amplifies your heartbeat. If your underlying river of mystic is without the rain, she can help to change forecast. If you are ready to get wet, she
will spark your memory to remind you of your truth and prepare a map to follow. And if you decide to use, you will find the oars that align with
your magical beauty and anchor your presence simply by the breadth of some vast eternal memory that she carries, a higher functioning, finely
tuned DNA. She astounds even the greatest spirit with recall. And just like every star shines within the greatness of our sky, she takes role and
makes sure you've placed yourself high.
Marina is your secret weapon against the accumulation of attitudes, beliefs, ideas and perceptions trite with suffocating your spirit. And so you
really must know that if your goal is to free yourself from the idea of yourself in order to BE every bit of YOURSELF and to honor your soul and
LIVE this lifetime as YOU'VE planned, SHE. IS. the person if you've "coincidently" come by way of...
....that has been waiting for you. For every soul has its journey and every soul has a past, and sometimes it just so happens that you only need a
missing link (pun infinitely intended) to pay the honor of returning your compass, to align you with your future. Marina is an eternal friend.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Staci D. Black • a month ago

Very interesting perspective on my life. I can definitely see where all of it falls into place. More information given on my part I am sure would
have clarified things greatly. Thank you for your time and energy.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Thomas Erdmann • 2 months ago

incredibly insightful reading last week from Marina. Very well researched, it seems, and her intuitive skills were spot on. With both (needed)
gentle criticism and supportive words, the reading opened a window for me into my own world, with a view that had always been blurred before
but is now much clearer for me. Thank you.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Alison KADE • 2 months ago

I had my first reading with Marina this week. My life went hardcore, extreme hectic, family illness, job change, new marriage and who knew what
else in the future? Marina's reading was incredibly indepth and articulate and wove relevant mythology throughout. Her voice was warm and
supportive, so I felt I was in the room with her, not listening to an audio file, somewhere in the South China Seas. She explained the aspects and
transits very eloquently and gave great guidance without ever being overpowering. Will bide my time and have another reading when the time is
right. Thank you Marina. You are awesome.

△ ▽ • Share ›
P. Leonard Bederio • 3 months ago

https://en.wiktionary.org/w...
My natal chart road trip reading gas mileage was one of "exceptional fuel economy"LOL.
I google searched the keywords; whole sign houses and voila... Marina & her intriguing https://darkstarastrology.com/ popped up. I have had an
affirmative experience with a Portland, Oregon based Vocational Astrologer who introduced me to the Whole sign house system.
"My (Marina's) readings consider the fixed stars influence through the zodiac decans..."This feature of my reading was the "gamechanging" &
unique perspective in interpreting my natal chart I was specifically looking for. My reading was communicated to me with clarity, frankness, and
"bits" of delightful humor. I enthusiastically look forward to utilizing Marina's highquality astrological services in the future and without
hesitation recommend her to those who are open and receptive to an eyeopening reading in keeping with the lifetransforming power of
"knowing thyself".

△ ▽ • Share ›
L.Ferreira • 3 months ago

Dear Marina, thank you for your reading. I've listened to it many times now, slowly taking in what you've shared. You were able to accurately pin
point a lot of dates, events and emotions that I was going and am currently experiencing.
I also wanted to share with others how warm, generous and practical your readings are. You didn't mince your words but I felt like everything
was said with compassion and empathy.
I'm currently using your reading as well as regular psychotherapy to help me with resolving these things that matter the most to me.
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Warm wishes,
Luciano

△ ▽ • Share ›
Ross A • 3 months ago

As others have stated, I've had my chart done over the years here and there, but Marina's methodology, attention to detail and lens on the subject
matter are simply a cut above. The practicality and 'realworld' usefulness of her chart reading continues to amaze me. It's rare to come across
someone who is so clearly the master of their chosen field, and Marina is that is spades.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Vanessa • 4 months ago

WOW! Is all I have to say. Marina's Natal Chart reading is so spot on. I've had done multiple "traditional" natal chart readings but none of them
quite compares to this one. Marina's chart is different and so damn accurate, actually found someone that gets it and helped me understand
more of myself and the reason why things just happened the way they did.
Marina  count me in as a return client. I absolutely love your style and how you completely grasp the energy of the chart.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Danae • 6 months ago

Your reading and teaching very much validated the process I have been experiencing. It was empowering as your words simply echoed things
that I have been already doing for years. And where I have surreptitiously looked for a raison d'être to act, your information offered one! Clearly I
required some recognition (your teaching) to turn back within, to hear myself and accept my own senses and thoughts. I am tickled pink that I
found your site and will be booking another reading to examine the transits.
Thankyou so much for the information and your balanced, kind and humorous voice!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Amy G • 6 months ago

Just finished listening to my natal chart reading. I've had my chart done before by different people but none of them are quite like Marina. I'm so
glad I followed my intuition and purchased a reading. Her grasp of the energy plays and placements were spot on and compelling. I took several
pages of notes of things she brought up that I want to look into. I plan on becoming a returning client.

△ ▽ • Share ›
SPK • 7 months ago

There aren't many words to describe how good Marina is at her readings. Many astrologers can read charts and placements, but the emphasis
and interpretation really makes a difference. Marina's reading got to the depth of my chart, and gave me an understanding of my inherent
strengths and weaknesses, and also the unfolding energies that will manifest ahead. She helped distinguish energies that were helping me vs
those that were disrupting me. Once I had that distinction, I had the power to work with them. Another aha for me was that the energies I was
fighting were actually part of a very interesting longterm transformation, and would be the tools I needed for my own ambitions. Get a reading
with Marina, you won't regret it!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Bella • 7 months ago

Thank you Marina for my reading I thoroughly enjoyed your take on my chart and I can't wait for my daughters reading too!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Gloria • 7 months ago

Marinas reading gave me a perspective that helped me accept a possibility I have been schuffling but not wanting to bring it to the surface. So
this was very helpful. Thanks Marina.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Lara • 8 months ago

Thank you, Marina!
This third reading with you has been, just like the others, so helpful in confirming my subtle impressions of what is going on in my world.
Independent, objective confirmation is important to me, and your readings affirm what I have begun to know/notice in ways beyond the senses.
Great to know timing for my peak periods, and how they are simultaneously the most fertile yet challenging times for me. Your nonsolar, right
brained perspective helped me see, yeah, I am doing too much and something will have to give. The disease of busyness in our culture today can
obliterate what my body and soul are trying to tell me.
And the health info you offered was so illuminating.
I appreciate your candor, always, and humor as well.
Namaste!
LM

△ ▽ • Share ›
April Showers • 9 months ago

Hi Marina Thank you so much for your integrity!
It's hard to tell sometimes who is living their chart or who is breaking their mold. I'm breaking my mold. I believe you have integrity!

△ ▽ • Share ›
https://darkstarastrology.com/readings/
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apw5g5 • a year ago

Thank you so incredibly much for the two readings, Marina!! I connected very deeply with my Dark Star reading; It was intuitive, precise, and
helped me in more ways than I could've hoped for. I would strongly recommend a reading from Marina. She is incredibly intuitive,
knowledgeable, and honest. Her readings reveal deep truths and truly went above and beyond in helping me recognize my routes to growing into
my fullest and most actualized self.
To Marina, creator of this beautiful website,
Thank you, Marina. You have helped me grasp my own intuitions and realize I am not alone.

△ ▽ • Share ›
monetinthemiddle • a year ago

Thank you so much for my reading Marina!. There was so much accuracy! I can't wait to dive in more depth with additional readings.

△ ▽ • Share ›
larabmoon • 2 years ago

Wow, thank you, that was a unique experience. Previous readings I've had cannot compare in depth or accuracy.
I'm very much in love with ancient systems of knowledge that can be used for self actualization, so I greatly appreciated your use of archetypes
and alchemy in the interpretation of my chart, transits and progressions. I use them a lot myself, in my fiction. Ultimately, this is exactly what I
was looking for: a natal reading that distilled my micro into the macro, weaving the details of my personal path into my larger soul purpose to
serve the planet.
I enjoyed the personal tone and the charts you've drawn are beautiful and comprehensive.
The knowledge you've given me will definitely help inform new growth in my life as I endeavor to "transcend the chart."
LM

△ ▽ • Share ›
S....x • 2 years ago

Thank you Marina for my reading
It was more than anything else so revelatory about the proof that astrology works in accuracy , it's cycles ,
more so how Marina makes it easy to read , comprehend and learn about the ever changing the sky maps and our personal map
Her in depth knowledge of psychology mythology and archetypes is a guiding light to where one should be looking for some more light and
brightness.
I was left feeling uplifted and in harmony with a Lsl beings and matter.
Thank you.
S...x.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Elizabeth Donovan • 2 years ago

I had a solar return reading recently by Marina and I'm absolutely impressed with her insights and her explanation of the upcoming year. I've
had a solar return done once before and I was not totally satisfied or impressed with it. I'm amazed at how crucial this 2016 year will be for me in
terms of decisions that need to be made and she clearly hit the nail right on the head on that subject for me. She revealed some pretty important
peak dates that I feel almost prepared for in just knowing what they are. I believe Marina has an amazing talent because her passion speaks
volumes to me. I'm definitely doing a solar return with Marina again!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Hon Solo • 2 years ago

Marina, you gave me a very detailed and deep analysis on my natal chart. There are a few interesting transits coming up, which I'm glad you
covered. I appreciate the respectful but straightforward analysis. You had an interesting take on the fixed stars. I appreciate how you covered a
myth or two that seem to resonate with my natal chart. Thank you!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Meya GHORAYEB • 2 years ago

Congratulations for the new Site , it looks fabulous and smart in Shape and content. Thank you for your continued hard work to make a
Wonderful atmosphere for your readers, this reflects your very fine and distinctive spirit . Looking forward for a special reading to benefit from
your deep knowledge. However my English language is not very well , But i manage to understand.
Best Regards
Meya GHORAYEB

△ ▽ • Share ›
Marilyn • 2 years ago

Thank you Marina for a wonderful consultation reading of my chart. I've listened several times and am having fun peeking at different aspects of
my chart and learning about astrology at the same time. Your voice and your conversational style are beautiful.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Bronwen • 2 years ago

My first reading with Marina was so scary accurate, she captured the crux of my issues with wisdom, insight and vast astrological knowledge. She
really provides a unique point of view (everything she said absolutely rang true to my core!) and accurate assessment of my life & major
influences. Even if you have had 100 astrology readings, I promise you, there is more to learn about yourself and your chart from Marina. I will
absolutely recommend Marina/Dark Star Astrology to my family and friends!!

△ ▽ • Share ›
https://darkstarastrology.com/readings/
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Heather • 2 years ago

Marina is absolutely the best! She shared so much about my life and my personality that she would never have known other than using my natal
chart!! She so precisely presented so many factors and bits of myself and my life along with warmness and truth. I love how she doesn't hold back
on some of the trickier issues and rather tells you how you may look at the situation or experience or change something. Marina has a very
supportive and has a natural ease when speaking about your personal chart and is wonderful in addressing any questions you may have. It is
obvious that she cares very much for her clients, and each chart reading is done just for you in the most precise and accurate way! Highly
recommended! I will definitely continue to work with Marina!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Denma • 2 years ago

Marina's reading was great and it was so nice because she made it so personal, and really dug deep to answer my questions and address my
concerns. Everything she said about certain challenging aspects in my life was spot on. It was really interesting to hear it all. I think it actually
has helped me on some level, put my frustration or confusion about particular things to rest, finally. I feel a little bit clearer now. So many thanks
for that!!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jane • 2 years ago

I researched astrologers and specifically wanted someone who would interpret as a guide or counselor, and then I found Marina. I requested both
a natal reading and the year ahead and found that the end result was very thorough and insightful. Marina is very intuitive, and I plan on
continuing to get readings on a regular basis  even though I'm on another continent! I highly recommend Dark Star Astrology! Thank you
Marina  You're the best!  Greetings from the U.S.A.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Gerodika • 2 years ago

This readings are definitely not for everybody, not everyone can handle the truth.....it can damage mostly but more often it can heal you ....
Marina gave me the missing puzzles which complete the picture , the scheme, the skeleton...... Thank you, Marina .... And never stop to guide us ,
this why you are here .... I'm not lost anymore, now I'm a confident, unique, legal and a fucking cool freak ....!!! See you soon in the next
dimension :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Heba Zay • 2 years ago

What can I say apart from I was completely blown away by The Year Ahead reading Marina just did for me. It's so personal, as if she knows you. I
feel it's so much more than an astrology reading, Marina is a gifted lady and clearly had a psychic connection with me throughout.
Absolutely brilliant! Thank you so much Marina it was well worth the wait!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jess • 2 years ago

Just had a brilliant consultation reading with Marina. So many things giving me those 'aha' moments, incredibly insightful. I love the mp3
format, hearing it in Marina's own voice really helps the interpretation. It's given me a powerful way forward (and of course a hundred more
questions for future examination!)
Absolutely brilliant 'tell it as it is' stuff.
Thank you.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Lucienne • 2 years ago

Wow! Not only are Marina's monthly horoscopes spot on, but I just listened to her analysis
of my astrology chart and am amazed at its accuracy, precision, and eloquence in identifying
patterns and tying them in to past lives, family karma and mythological metaphor.
I am blown away by this chart analysis and will definitely return to avail myself of more of her services!
Always a pleasure to meet a real pro and not just someone spewing out aphorisms..whatever he or
she thinks we might want to hear, and thus handing out false hopes like candy, so some such thing.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Dawn • 2 years ago

My reading was very insightful and accurate. its simply real! Thank you for your passion,Marina

△ ▽ • Share ›
Garry • 2 years ago

I've had two readings from Marina. A natal chart and minisynastry.
Both were brilliantly accurate, detailed, insightful, intuitive, and immmensely helpful.
She's super talented and a real star.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Dori Dors • 2 years ago

Oh my GODDESS….Marina, you are on fire ....you were 150% accurate….if not more 199%....wow…just wow…..my head is happily thumping at
the moment after listening to it…because it resonated soooooo much.
I will be recommending your natal chart readings to my dearest family and friends immediately....and those I meet.
You certainly and innately have a blessed skill. I am over the Moon...and Sun ... and all the planets...massive ACE!...Thank you Marina

△ ▽ • Share ›
Roberto • 2 years ago

WOW!! Awestruck! I just had Marina Read my birth chart! Firstly the Email with the reading came into my inbox at exactly 9:09AM my
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WOW!! Awestruck! I just had Marina Read my birth chart!.. Firstly, the Email with the reading came into my inbox at exactly 9:09AM, my
birthdate! Very auspicious for me indeed!.. Then!!! From the moment Marina said, "This is a reading for Roberto, etc, etc" I literally got goose
pimples, and had the awesome sensation that what I was about to hear, was TRUTH.. My PERSONAL truth.. How powerful is that!.. And that is
exactly what my reading with Marina was.. I feel like I just spent the afternoon having tea with the Oracle at Delphi!.. And I say this, because the
wisdom and deep insights that Marina has shared with me are nothing short of mind bogglingly profound! Hence the reason of likening her to
the Oracle at Delphi!.. And I say "teatime" because a reading with Marina is like spending quality time with a close, intimate, wise friend who
really knows you and sees you as you truly are! And even though this is done via mp3, I FEEL like Marina is truly present with me, and that is
because she literally is present with my soul at the time of reading, and souls are timeless and boundless, so yes, Marina is present with my soul
EVERYTIME I replay this reading as well!!... Powerful, beautiful, and Intimate sharing of information, I get the sense that Marina knows me,
sees me and is truly connected to me now, because she did truly connect with my core essence.. I have now listened to this reading a few times
already, and I know that this work will be keeping me company for a while! Thank you Marina for sharing your precious gift with me, and thank
you for allowing the wisdom of the stars to speak through you for the benefit of humanity! This is truly the BEST birthday PRESENT I could have
given myself! I feel like I have truly honored my birthdate with this gift. HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME! 09/09!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Dana M. • 2 years ago

I am in deep gratitude for Marina and her gift. Truly amazing. Great sense of humor too and her ability to give it to me straight. My reading was
profound and mind blowing. Just what I needed when I needed it. If you are thinking of signing up for a reading, just do it, you will not be
disappointed. I wish I wouldn't have put it off for so long! Thanks again for the road map:) Love and light

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jonathan • 2 years ago

Marina is a Master. If there were a feminine word for master, I'd use it, but there isn't – what matters is that it's true. Marina's natal reading for
my chart was not just insightful but incredibly revealing for me, especially considering I'm a astrology Padawan. As I listened to the reading, I
had a strong, unbelievable feeling that Marina was describing me completely; not a thing was off. That's testament not only to Marina's mastery
of her subject, but of the power of astrology to help describe and guide one's life. The occult community "The Brotherhood of Light" considers
astrology to be the "above" in "As Above, So Below." Marina's reading has solidified my belief that this is true.
On one hand, we have the energy of the universe flowing into us through the planets. Yet while we're here, we must choose wisely how we use
that energy. Thanks to my natal reading, I have a much better insight into not only what choices are before me, but the libra scale that weights
those decisions. I – luckily – have always believed that astrological influences are warnings of what is to come should one not take appropriate
action. It's your destiny in the sense that if you do nothing, the astrological influences will prevail. But if you use astrology as a warning, then take
actions to improve your life, you can truly enjoy every breathing moment you live.
Thank you Marina. I will certainly be a lasting follower and consumer. You have helped me improve my life to the point where I'm pushing my
work and business to higher limits because I can see more clearly what I'm made of. In fact, after hearing Marina's reading of my chart, I delved
even deeper into my spirituality and have since found (say, magicallyuniversally attracted) a very rewarding relationship (Venus retrograde
permitting...). My new partner actually matches my sun and moon sign; the only difference being ascendant, which turns out Aquariuses are
attracted to  Gemini. We might as well be the same person, and it's been truly revealing to learn more about myself through another person.
Again, thanks Marina. I'm excited to jump into synastry/relationship readings in the future as well as other readings you have to offer.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Beth Bostic • 3 years ago

Marina has a true intuitive gift. This coupled with the depth of knowledge and great compassion and good humor she has, made for a reading
that was both precise and profoundly healing. I wholeheartedly recommend her services.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Gigi • 3 years ago

Dear Marina,
I knew what was happening in my life, but I was unaware of the factors influencing it. You illuminated so much in your reading  You blew me
away! The accuracy of your descriptions and the relevance of your suggestions were so incredibly on target that I couldn't help but smile as I
listened to you. When I woke up yesterday I replayed everything again, almost in disbelief. It inspired me in such a way that I felt empowered by
the knowledge. I regained the purpose and determination that I had in my life prior to the breakup and released myself from that "Piscean"
pining and holding on.
I put up my profile and photos on match.com and had 24 suitors within 17 hours, one of whom, through communications, has me very attracted,
and likewise for him. You mentioned I should look possibly for someone with which to have conversations that would be similar to the ones I had
with my ex. This is THE man I can do that with. I also took your advice and downloaded The Dark Side of Cupid. I have yet to finish reading it,
but found it so eerily similar to the experience I had with my recent ex that I wanted to hide under the bed. What a fit! One thing even more
disturbing about my relationship with my recent ex, was that on two occasions, when I looked into his eyes, I saw that his pupils had enlarged to
the point where his blue irises were totally black!!! Yes, in my mind, a dark cupid for certain, which made it all the easier to make the cut.
I am so fortunate to have found you and DarkStar! You are, without question, an extremely powerful and compassionate psychic, interpreter and
guiding light. Anyone searching for a solid understanding of astrological impacts on his/her life would benefit enormously from your readings!
The effect will be life changing!
Thank you so much, Marina!
Sincerely and appreciatively,
Gigi

△ ▽ • Share ›
Debbie • 3 years ago

Marina, thank you for the reading. I think your reading was so deep and caught on to the themes in my life very well  you were also absolutely
right about my father. For someone struggling with my issues, it was done with great sensitivity and insight. I have also derived a lot of hope
from your shining the light on so many aspects of my personality and giving me an understanding about myself.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Helen • 3 years ago
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Marina, thank you for the reading. Your reading of my natal chart gave me such a powerful and fascinating point of view for myself and my life
story. Many things make more sense through the lenses of your interpretation. What I like most about your reading and writings is that you make
a synthesis of an occult knowledge and today's physchology and sociology, with bold statements of touching taboos, being your signature. I also
think that we belong to the same "soul family" as you mention...I recommend the readings to everyone, who is looking for answers and meaning,
from a different perspective.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jan • 3 years ago

I have a natal reading from Marina and I have to say that I enjoyed every bit of it. Marina is very intelligent reader and from her reflections it is
clear that she knows the craft of astrology very well, also adding her own style that makes the reading unique.
I felt she was genuinely interested in the chart in front of her. She could talk for days about the chart and every sentence would be useful. I
sensed a lot of honesty in her words, her conclusions are mature and wise and she manages to move through diverse layers of the chart, like
certain details or seeing the bigger picture.
But almost one hour long record was so much more than just talking about the aspects among the planets or the stars. You will experience many
other useful connections that Marina brings into being based upon your chart.
You will always have a chance to choose the way she does the reading for you (e.g. depending on your level of astrological knowledge). In my
case, Marina has managed to adjust to my criteria and she also answered all my questions.
I keep returning back to the reading and I find there so much wisdom. And not to forget, Marina has a perfect sense of humor.
On a scale from 0 to 10 where 10 stands for the best, Marina gets 10 from me.
So go for it.

△ ▽ • Share ›
chandra • 3 years ago

Marina is one of the best astrologers I hav come across.. Her readings r far different from many different astrologers on the Web.. she combines
traditional and Morden astrology by proving there importance trough her readings..
She can translate the planets and stars energy's in to a simple language and bring us the meaning of our existance and give a clear picture on our
purpose and role in this world.. I strongly recommend every one to use her services to have a planned life..

△ ▽ • Share ›
Paty • 3 years ago

Can I tell you how accurate DarkStar's reading was? Almost as if (Marina) had a book of my life and you had a glance through it.. very accurate!
I have been looking for a knowledgeable enough astrologer to read my chart for a long time and wow did the universe answer me.
DarkStar's reading reflects and come together like a jigsaw puzzle that the universe has always been putting before me yet I was to blind to see or
did not want to see, etc.
Highly recommended and I will be coming back for future readings. Gift yourself a reading from Darkstar!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Margaret • 3 years ago

I received my Natal Reading today and it exceeded my expectations. Marina provides the full package an in depth astrological reading with full
explanation, providing rich mythological and sociological context and clearly leveraging emphatic skills to hone in on the most personally
relevant aspects. I found myself laughing and nodding my head a lot as I listened to my chart. Although my mp3 was one hour in length I was sad
when it was over. Best present I bought myself in a long time. Thank you, Marina. :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Donna M Saber • 3 years ago

March 20, 2015
WOW! I received my Natal Reading from Marina which far exceeded my expectations. She is a profound astrologer, whom I highly recommend.
Psychic, empathic and very wise with an ability to weave together mythology, fixed stars, astrological houses, planets, symbolism and
progressions which emphasize your unique personal story and journey. Her advice regarding your strengths and weaknesses is rendered in a
most eloquent manner.
Thank you Marina, it has been an honor to work with you.
Donna [Chicago, IL USA]

△ ▽ • Share ›
Mar • 3 years ago

This is the fourth solar return reading I've had from Marina, and I've also had a Natal reading done.
I find she becomes better and better as time goes by. The method she uses for solar returns is very clear and precise in how it traces planetary
influences throughout the year, and her advice is grounding, empowering and very helpful.
Her reading for last year was amazingly accurate in timing events and realisations that marked turning points for me, so I'm looking to this year's
reading as an anchor of sorts, or a good map as I go on my journey. I will certainly go back to it many times as the year progresses, as I did with
my previous readings.
Marina, many thanks, again, for your excellent work! :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Alexis • 3 years ago

I had a solar return reading from Marina and it was excellent, totally hit the nail on the head with what is currently going on with my life, I could
relate to everything she said. This is the 3rd reading I have had with Marina, previously I had the Dark Goddess reading which was brilliant too, a
real eye opener. I really like Marina's readings as they give me something extra that other readings may not, and that is her knowledge of the
fixed stars, which give you even more insight.
Thanks for another fabulous reading Marina!
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△ ▽ • Share ›
RM • 3 years ago

Her reading was very insightful. I am an amateur astrologer who usesusuallyconventional methods, tropical zoadiac, Placidus houses, but I
have experimented with classical methods b/c I liked her reading. She uses whole signs and precession correction, likely a more 'ancient method'.
In any case, her knowledge of lore and fixed stars was most accurate.

△ ▽ • Share ›
George Curi • 3 years ago

My Dear Marina,
Thank you so much for your reading. It really opened my eyes to the fixed stars that I had less than zero knowledge about, and the Yod which has
eluded me for decades. But it finally made sense.
Btw, I love your new photos, you are very glam slam which I adore and am also connected to that incredible mind of yours and your writing that
puts every astrologer out there to shame. Although I do want to read up on that Vivian guy you constantly write about who seems to have a keen
knowledge of the stars.
All my love,
George Curi

△ ▽ • Share ›
Autumn • 3 years ago

The natal chart reading Marina did for me was very insightful, thoughtprovoking and eerie in its accuracy—in a good way. I really appreciate her
focus on the mythological archetypes represented by astral bodies in astrology, and the compassionate and intelligent way she discusses how
these archetypes may manifest in her client's life. I was especially impressed by the way she delved below the surface level of my chart to
interpret possible karmic implications of my natal aspects, and what they indicate about latent talents and resources I can tap, and skills I may
need to develop. All of this was very interesting and helpful to me.
I wanted her to give me a chart reading because I've had an unusual life, and was wondering if anything in my chart could explain why so many
events—some very lucky and others very traumatic—have happened to me. I've actually had two other readings by professional astrologers in the
past, but their readings weren't able to answer my question, and I was left disappointed. Marina, however, absolutely nailed it. In her
interpretation of my chart she elucidated things I've suspected about my myself and my karmic path in this lifetime, but hadn't been able to
verbalize or fully comprehend. Sometimes you know things about yourself, but for whatever reason, you need someone else to mirror the truth
back to you before it registers. That's what Marina did for me. When I listened to her reading for the first time, I felt a powerful and emotional
sense of recognition, and kept saying "yes, yes" and nodding my head, because what she was saying was so right on.
I find working with archetypes to be particularly helpful, because the myths attached to them include warnings about dangers to avoid, and also
latent skills and sources of strength to develop. Most people will probably have many archetypes represented by their natal placement, and will
be able to learn from all of them. My reading was particularly striking to me because the same archetype kept showing up over and over again,
and though it's not the myth I would've chosen for myself consciously, I have seen this story play out in my life constantly, and it definitely does
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△ ▽ • Share ›
L • 3 years ago

Marina is a gifted astrologer, with vast amounts of knowledge as well as intuition. She seems sort of like the Carl Jung of astrologers. Will
definitely be getting more readings from her in the future.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Srta ID • 3 years ago

Marina is super insightful. I have had a reading done before, but I never had a solar return chart/reading like this one. Marina is unique in that
she totally understood who I am and what I feel and what I am going through! She just knew and that amazed me! I am looking forward to seeing
all of her predictions come to light because I have felt exactly what she describes on everything she mentions in my reading; she was able to
highlight details and make me feel more confident about my life path and what to look for to find success. WOW! The best part is that she helped
me discover a lot about myself that was buried deep that sort of blurred my reality; she cleared things up and made me feel that I was on the right
path and that it is ok to be different. This reading was very worth it and now I want to purchase all of the readings Marina has to offer. She will
definitely be my goto astrologer/psychic. THANK YOU!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Diana • 3 years ago

This was the best natal reading I've ever had (and I had a few done before)! Marina accurately described my life path for the last few years and
helped me to understand the hidden aspects of my personality and my overall view of the world. She also helped me to see 'the light at the end of
tunnel'. But most importantly, she gave me a lot of food for thought and curiosity is always the first step forward. She gave me hope where I could
see none before :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Bruce • 3 years ago

Thanks for a great natal reading. What I am looking for in a reading is an astrologer who will push my buttons in a good way I want to come
away feeling empowered and motivated, and Marina did this to the Nth degree. I also appreciated the hidden aspects of my chart that I had never
been told about before, and esoteric broadminded likeminded world view from a fellow genxer.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Garry • 3 years ago
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The reading from Marina was brilliantly insightful. Well worth the investment.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Deb • 3 years ago

The natal reading from Marina was so in depth and thoughtful. She also suggested some books for me to read regarding some of the specific
issues I am dealing with. Thank you so much, it was very enlightening.

△ ▽ • Share ›
anon • 3 years ago

I just had my natal return chart done, I'm blown away with how Marina drills down to the core of who and, what you are on a soul level. A truly
gifted astrologer . She looks at your chart in an extrondanay dimensional, ancient historical level. Pin back your ears and listen to to her unique
wisdom. In a word she speaks to your soul . A warm, heart felt thank you.

△ ▽ • Share ›
anna • 3 years ago

Hi Marina
Do you think you might ever want to fullfill the gargantuan task, of wring the definitive interperetive book, on the fixed stars and decans, like you
have with Altair.
No pressure then!
All the best
Anna

△ ▽ • Share ›
Joey • 3 years ago

Unfortunately I'm having issues with the readings section of the website! When I click on any of the More Info and Pay links it leads me to a
Nothing here page!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Marina Macario > Joey • 3 years ago

Hi Joey, Readings are off right now because I'm on holiday, they will be back on at end of october.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jane • 3 years ago

A huge thanks to Marina for such an eye opening synastry reading. It was so spot on and really resonated with me. I appreciate how you get right
to the heart of the matter. So very informative and will highly recommend :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Catherine • 3 years ago

Very accurate and informative. Extremely happy about the reading and I'm very glad I choose to purchase a reading from Marina. She was funny
and charming as well as cutting to the core of the matter. Very pleased and would recommend :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Suzanne G • 4 years ago

I kept laughing out loud as I listened to Marina's mindblowing natal chart reading, at how spoton it was. She has a sharp mind & equally sharp
intuition, & deep & wide knowledges not only of astrological matters but of the stories humans have been telling for thousands of years, about
our deepest mysteries, as reflected in what we make of the stars. It gives me hope about this world in all its troubles to know that she's doing her
newworldminded work in it. It's as if the reading gave me the rose of the truth about my own life, and it's still unfolding, thank you.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Alan • 4 years ago

Thanks Marina, Excellent reading and a master class in drawing together and synthesising so much information into a coherent and revealing
Reading. I was especially struck with the fixed star placements and the overall depth of insight. Great stuff and thank you again. Al

△ ▽ • Share ›
Elisabeth • 4 years ago

Thank you Marina for the beautiful reading you did of me and my little child's chart. You touched me with your words. Lit a fire in my heart. You
brought so much understanding to our young relationship, and I already reap the benefits. You had rightly predicted her birth nine months
earlier  to the day!  and on the same day I myself found out that I was pregnant. Your intuitive readings is nothing short of amazing, and i
wholeheartedly recommend your brilliant work.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Tanya • 4 years ago

Being the first time I have ever got an astrology reading, I was amazed at the details that came through, let alone the bigger pictures. Really
amazed! Some were even of thoughts that I have been thinking for a while now. The reading made me laugh, cry (in an emanicapating way) and
spring clean my painting studio. I loved the poetic way of using the archetypes and I will definitely be doing another yearly forecast or another
type of reading in the future. What an incredible ability you have, Marina. Thank you so much. You make me want to learn more about our
friends in the sky.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Sabrina Del Sette • 4 years ago

I waited patiently for my reading and it was so worth the wait Thank you Marina for your insight and confirmation into something I knew I
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I waited patiently for my reading, and it was so worth the wait. Thank you, Marina, for your insight and confirmation into something I knew I
was discovering. Your reading has given me a clarified direction, and the confidence to be open to moving into where I should to be.
Thank you :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Charles • 4 years ago

Thank you Marina!, Listening to the MP3 now and WOW... You hit the nail on the head. Very eye opening... So glad i found you... Cannot wait to
dig deeper and learn more! I am astonished at the detail of information! Thank You, Thank You, Thank You!!!
<3

△ ▽ • Share ›
Tessa Messa • 4 years ago

I just listened to my reading and I LOVE IT. TY!!!!! Dead on. <3 <3

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kay • 4 years ago

Ciao Marina. I waited almost two months before leaving a comment, although even after the first listen I was amazed. Now, I can truly say how
astounding your reading was. I have had my chart done by astrologers all over the world but the details and the courage with which you do the
reading is beyond anything I have ever experienced. Some of the most difficult things to foresee in a chart have already happened...in less than
two months! I look forward to more readings in the near future as I will certainly be asking for your incredible insight as the shining stars guide
me along this beautiful journey that is life. Thank you or as we say in Italian: Grazie mille! Sei la numero uno. Love & Light. Kay

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jeﬀ Sandbak • 4 years ago

I would love to have you do a forecast me, as I enjoy your web site...However, do you offer anything in written form? I'm not too sure how the
whole mp3 thing works. Jan, 14th, 1956...8:54pm in Minot ND. I'm happy to purchase...again, just not sure of the mp3...

△ ▽ • Share ›
Marina Macario > Jeff Sandbak • 4 years ago

I'm very sorry, I just don't do readings that way. I type enough with my writing and I'm not a fast typist even. The intuition/channeled
stuff likes to flow through my vocal chords when it comes to connecting with a client for some reason.

△ ▽ • Share ›
m • 4 years ago

Another greattolistento, intelligent and engaged solar return reading from Marina. Her inclusion of the dark goddesses in interpretation of the
chart is just what I'm looking for. The house by house/month by month run down was also very helpful and will serve to guide me through the
year ahead. Marina's work contributes a great deal to my own study of astrology, and I think she would make a great teacher! I think she is the
foremost sacred feminist astrologer on the web these days, but with a cutting edge others lack.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Walter • 4 years ago

Thank you very much for the reading Marina!! Your description of every single aspect of what is going on in my life was incredible!! mind
blowing ! I had many readings before but this is the first time I got a reading so deeply describing the major aspects of my life and the
conundrums I am going through right now!
Thank you for your description of the cardinal grand cross related to my birth chart. I can be at ease now.
Very detailed oriented, very insightful ..awesome
I'm very grateful for your reading

△ ▽ • Share ›
Cynthia • 4 years ago

Thanks for your insightful reading, Marina. You told me that my birth chart contains a grand fire trine, a yod, a tsquare, and even a
"microscope"! Now I realize why I am so intense in my relationships with men, and how to channel that energy into something else satisfying.
You even were able to pinpoint some dates in the future that would be good for love!
I read all of your columns. You are one of the very best astrologers out there!
Cynthia

△ ▽ • Share ›
ym • 4 years ago

Marina gives very sound, friendly advice based on excellent research... she really knows how to take mythological ideas and make them relatable.
she has also given me a new appreciation for the nonplanetary part of the science, such as the "fixed stars". I used to think of everything outside
the basic planets as kind of a jumbled , confusing mess of overlapping stories. Well, now I see this had more to do with my own laziness in not
doing enough research. The eye opener was that I had been working on a book for some years, and it just turns out that the motifs which are
present in my star chart go hand in hand with the subject matter of my writing. It's just the kind of uncanny stuff that could easily be missed, but
suddenly it puts everything into perspective. The more you find out, the more you realize you don't know!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Linda • 4 years ago

Thank you so much for my reading Marina, you have inspired me into action with your tough love and down to earth approach  the reading was
spot on! Listening to the recording was like having a very wise close friend beside me, helping me to understand myself and the patterns of my
life. Instead of feeling my life is in limbo, stuck as I tread water, I have as a result of your intuition and astrological gifts been able to move
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forward in a positive manner and start living life to the full again. I look forward to building the blocks in 2014 that will launch the promise that
2015 will realize! Bless you.
Linda

△ ▽ • Share ›
HP • 4 years ago

I was genuinely surprised by Marina's excellent reading which was breathtakingly accurate, especially as I was sceptical about astrology
beforehand. Some of the information revealed has been independently verifed by other parties. I will definitely use Marina for future readings
and have no hesitation in recommending her. HP

△ ▽ • Share ›
Stergios • 4 years ago

Dear Marina,
The Universe spoke to me through you!..
Your prediction was that maybe this year I would make the big change in my life and even finish my 20 years career in banking. What you did not
know, was that only one week ago I HAD contacted the H.R. department to arrange my exit...
I needed some reassurance for my decision and the Universe gave it to me through you. Amazing!
What can I say for the rest... Where you reading my chart or my mind? All your comments about my future plans are exact to the point.
I am insecure about the future, and my decision on leaving my job after 20 years was not easy at all, if you consider that I have a wellpaid
executive position. But, the plans of the Higher Consciousness are these for me at this point and I can feel it in all my existence.
Your words gave me great courage for the future to come.
I sincerely thank you.
S.K.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Tony • 4 years ago

Marina,
You did a natal reading for me back in Sept. 2013. I asked you about past life, and love. The whole reading was really fantastic. I enjoyed it very
much. Having it spoken was especially great. To get a better feel, with someone's tone of voice and hearing the feeling.
In the reading, you pointed that I once fell in love with, and fought, and killed for a queen in holy wars. You said that I would meet my "queen"...
"queen female" soon. Some dates were listed and a few of those dates came and went. I waited to leave a comment in case I found her. I believe I
have, just as you said. On Christmas day! It hasn't been long at all an I've never felt anything even close to this and I've been married once! It's
incredible!
I also appreciated the fixed stars and asteroids that you gave some insight into. That's something that most astrologers won't look into. :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Cattiva Jones • 4 years ago

Marina's Darkstar reading literally changed my life.
I've never understood why I was "the way I am" just knew I was born this way. Her insights are profound, astute, funny and candid. I cannot
recommend them highly enough. IMO they are worth way more than she currently charges.
I'd advise you to snap at least one up while they're still so affordable. In comparison to many of my other bills and in terms of the value I got out
of the Dark Moon reading... No contest. There's nothing like finally having someone validate you in the way her reading did me. Also the
warnings and witty asides were outrageously accurate. I COULD not BELIEVE anyone would know these things about me without having known
me all my life. Totally awesome!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Mike • 4 years ago

Marinas reading was amazingly in tune and she is incredibly gifted. Her methods combined with her psychic intuition revealed several profound
areas effecting my life. Some were quite clear and some remain to be seen as the year progresses. I stumbled on her site while curious about
mercury retrograde. I love her charm, personality and truly enjoyed this reading along with the darkstarastology.com. She is obviously gifted on
so many levels. Get one for yourself and be blown away at what she dials into. Look forward to other readings.

△ ▽ • Share ›
DarkStarAz • 4 years ago

Enjoyed your 2014 forecast.
TY!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Catherine • 4 years ago

Marina thank you for such an accurate and enlightening reading. I have had a few readings in the past and none have come close to the brilliance
of yours. I feel so blessed and I have so much to think about and integrate into my life now. Thank you. You are a very gifted and wonderful
astrologer and the compassion and positivity with which you deal with the negative as well as the positive is truly awesome.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Mark • 4 years ago

Thank you so much, Marina. I appreciate the incredible depth of understanding and range of tools you bring to this art and love your sense of
humor. I think the "Ayuhuasca Transit" is not only an accurate description but will be one of your claims to fame. Thank you for the Big Picture
clarity and meaning. You are the best!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jacques • 4 years ago
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Dear Marina,
I just found the time to write a few words on the natal reading you made for me. I opted for your services after consulting your website for the last
two years and I thought that you would be a good astrologer. I was wrong. You aren't just good. You are great. You found things that nobody
knew. Thoughts that I have made that I never shared with anyone else. Your indepth analysis allowed me to understand more on myself and on
the path that I should follow. Your answers to some specific questions were clear and to the point. I strongly recommend you to anyone who
wants to learn more on themselves. Hearing you felt like being in the presence of an Hierophant at the Eleusinian Mysteries ;)
Grateful.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jacqui • 4 years ago

The Dark Moon Reading has given me a lot of new perspective to apply, helping me make sense of my past and find a positive way to direct the
energy in my chart. It was really exciting to receive information beyond the mainstream interpretations, like a much deeper world opened up.
And even with such intense material, you still managed to find the humour! Thank you Marina, I'll be back for more!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Suzy • 4 years ago

Marina Darkstar goes so far beyond the typical natal chart reading! She has a deep, wise grasp of life as she's lived it (most likely through more
than one life!) and personalizes a reading so precisely that you will feel like she has known you and what is best for your soul for a long, long
time.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Barbara • 4 years ago

Dearest Marina,
Thank you for speaking my name and reminding me of who I am. You have showed me both the forest and the trees and the essence of both. You
have reminded me to look up to see where I am going as well as to look down so that I can absorb what lies around me. You have held me gently
in your hands and showed me the beauty within. I am grateful my friend.

△ ▽ • Share ›
budge • 4 years ago

Wow! You really pack a LOT into a 1/2 hour reading! I've been grooving on what you've been writing about Lilith, and your SR reading was
AMAZING! You helped me clarify my direction and what I've been intuiting about my path for the near future. Also, I LOVE the mp3 file. I used
noisecancelling earphones to listen with, and it was like having you right here with me! Thank you sooo much!!!!!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Allison Bould • 4 years ago

Hello Marina,
Loved the dark moon reading!
I really appreciate your knowledge and intuitive skills.
Wish I had booked my 2014 reading with you. Next time!
Never thought I would enjoy an internet reading so much am accustomed to sitting down with a cup of tea across from the astrologer.
But you changed my mind!

△ ▽ • Share ›
soulﬂower • 4 years ago

yes yes yes and thank you for such an amazing reading. it was very insightful and relevant to all things that are going on in my life in a real and
esoteric sense. it has definitely put some perspective and direction in my life right now. thank you again.

△ ▽ • Share ›
FT • 4 years ago

Dear Marina,
Thanks so much for my amazingly detailed Year Ahead Forecast. Your intuition, and focus on figuring out and addressing why I came to you,
produced the kind of clarity, direction and encouragement that I was seeking  and I feel much better.
You pinpointed some very valuable things that I did not know through readings with others, and that make a lot of sense to me now  such as the
effect of Venus Retrograde on me  and I also think your use of the fixed stars vs just transits gives readings an extra and valuable dimension. I
loved your focus on solutions and highlight on aspects that can help to deal with the tougher transits, and I think you have a unique, spiritual
approach that helps you see things in a broad context. Definitely a passion and talent here  and I plan to be back for more readings. Much
recommended to others!

△ ▽ • Share ›
A T • 4 years ago

Hi Marina,
Thanks so much for my year ahead reading. You really addressed my issues and have given me hope for the future.
It's amazing that what is so pressing for me is actually reflected in the zodiac. I will use your services again and think you are a very gifted
Astrologer.
Many thanks
AT

△ ▽ • Share ›
AKP • 4 years ago

Dear Marina I have to say your casting of my chart was lifechanging. I have never seen my stellium in the 12th House  everyone else puts it in
the 10th and so I have never understood their interpretation of my motivations or manifestations. This 'whole houses' chart finally explains
everything I am doing, especially the extreme focus on my spiritual path and the 'self undoing' as my mother also puts it, in despair ;) It almost
made me cry with relief knowing that what I believe my truest self to be is indeed reflected in the universe And it makes my decision about how
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made me cry with relief, knowing that what I believe my truest self to be, is indeed reflected in the universe. And it makes my decision about how
to move forward with my life and loves a million times easier. Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou

△ ▽ • Share ›
Brenda • 4 years ago

Thank you for my Year Ahead Forecast reading Marina: it is by far the best reading I could have asked for right now! Getting a bird's eye view of
what stands out for me transit wise is truly priceless! You spoke about so many aspects, their possible effects, and how to best deal with them,
which by itself was worth the price of the forecast! I particularly appreciated getting an overview of how previous eclipses are playing out for me
(spot on!!!) and how upcoming eclipses might play out for me...
I like how you put the reading together: a variety of techniques provide a fuller picture, charts, and links to relevant posts for transits/aspects
mentioned in the reading. Going over peak periods helped to give context to so much of what I've experienced...and profections illustrated quite
well what this year has been like for me, as well as giving perspective for previous years...Had never heard about either but your interpretation of
how they work on my chart totally resonated.. I especially like how you use all of these techniques and flesh out the content: you definitely
figured your way around my chart! And I was struck, by how I felt: as if I was listening to a long time friend who knows me really well...
Thank you!
Brenda

△ ▽ • Share ›
Po yi • 4 years ago

Thank you very much for Marina's reading. I truly enjoyed it and gave me a lot of insights. You had described me as if you know me well in
person. It was personal and heartfelt.
I feel my money well spent for the quality of your readings.
You had answered me a lot of of my concerns that I worried myself might not be clear to see properly and gave me a lot of objective opinions with
information of actual date and transits/progressions to look for. Marina have shared her knowledge of astrology to empower the journey of my
current and past life events as well as positive things to look for.
I recommend readers whom are struggling with major life events to come to Marina as she is in touch of her sensitive emotions as well as her
intuition. Her knowledge of astrology is extremely healing and she encourages you to move forward when you are stuck. She will show you your
strengths and weaknesses to give you sensible advices.
The true purpose of astrology is to heal and strengthen your ingrown abilities to redirect and to further your life's path and in here through
Darkstar astrology, you can get a good headlight of the transformation of your journey.
For Marina, a very good song my boyfriend sent me long back very well described our karma relationship. For your enjoyment here:

see more

△ ▽

• Share ›

This comment was deleted.

Marina > G • 4 years ago

I have had a Solar Return waiting for a while. Are you the person with initials DG? If so I have an aol email address for you and have been
sending to that. Otherwise if you are not DG I'll email you at this address so you can send me the receipt and I chase it up.

△ ▽ • Share ›
kathy kidd • 5 years ago

thank you so much, the reading was very insightful, and very helpful to me, answering my questions very much to my satifaction

△ ▽ • Share ›
Shanta • 5 years ago

I had Marina making Readings to me twice, lovely Readings, on top of the profound knowledge of Astrology she is wise, with a lot of humour and
an "growth oriented" approach to Astrology and to do Readings, that I like very much (and that you do not find with all Astrologers). I highly
recommend Darkstar Readings.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Daniel.O • 5 years ago

Marina your "whole" house/sign combo makes total sense to me on first look. I can say and feel finally that all my chart has been wired correctly.
No more wondering left. This misfit has found his fit. I thankyou dearly for clearing the way for me to enter into the awesome darkness as shown
all over my charts sensitive points. I'll be back for more and more and more. A phenomenon brewing is Marina's work.

△ ▽ • Share ›
P.A. • 5 years ago

I enjoy Marina's blog a lot, that's why I ordered a Natal Reading, which I highly recommend.
I trusted her and I did not regretted at all. It was exactly what I expected and more: a tailormade, insightful and captivating experience.
Her interpretation was made with delicate craftsmanship, has brought to me whole new perspectives and was delivered with a very easygoing
attitude.
All h
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All the above reassured me about my initial impression about her: that she is a "lighthouse" in the very "dark" and misunderstood practice of
astrology.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Rebecca • 5 years ago

Thank you so much for the very insightful Dark Goddess Reading, Marina.
The aspects and themes you looked at in this reading, were the things I've always felt were overlooked in previous readings I've had done.
Your unique voice and refreshing candor with which you interpreted and explained my chart, made the time fly by. Concise, incisive,
unpretentious and wellrounded. An absolute treat.
You have a gift and your readings are sure to help and guide many people to understand themselves.
Please keep doing what you are doing. Darkstar Astrology is a wonderful source of information and inspiration.

△ ▽ • Share ›
LParker • 5 years ago

I just received my natal chart reading spookily spoton, more accurate and insightful than therapy. Marina really targets and clarifies key themes
of the natal and transits. I now can see a parting of the dark clouds in the next year. I'll be back for more.

△ ▽ • Share ›
vivi • 5 years ago

Marina,
I absolutely love your website. Your interpretations are incredibly refreshing and ahead of the times. I have learned so much about astrology just
by reading your posts and I am inspired to improve my knowledge of astrology after reading your articles. You are my favorite astrologer thus far.
Your gift is truly an art and is way more helpful than any news article on the web/t.v.. Know I will continue to be an avid reader and supporter.

△ ▽ • Share ›
osden • 5 years ago

Your reading provided some very informative and interesting insights. You helped point out influences and patterns that I had been grasping at,
but couldn't quite put into words.
The way you articulated certain issues definitely helped a number of things 'click' for me and I appreciate it greatly.
You provide a unique perspective and are a wealth of knowledge. The information and insights you provided were amazingly accurate.
Thank you very much.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Amy • 5 years ago

Hi Marina,
Just want to let you know how much I appreciate you and your reading. I've had personal natal chart readings done before. But none them could
compare with your reading. Your reading has a different angle and much more depths and I love every bit of it. I like the archetypes " the Jupiter
man / the god" and it is easier for me to understand & feel the energy associated with it. The more I listen to the reading, the more amazed I
become. I was like, " wow that's spot on, how does she know that! " yeah, why I never thought about it, it all makes perfect sense now! " Also the
part about my past lives, I'm constantly getting vivid dreams about my past lives and my dreams seem to match perfectly with what you
discovered in the reading.
I'm very thankful to you and your knowledge, accuracy, openness and humor. Thank you for offering me this opportunity to better understand
myself from a unique and deeper level.
I will report back in a few months' time and provide feedback about the 6 month forecast reading.
Thanks and regards
Amy

△ ▽ • Share ›
Lesley • 5 years ago

Thank you Marina,
I would like to say thank you for the brilliant natal reading you have sent me. I found it accurate and intuitive and perceptive. I was really
interested to learn about Black Moon Lilith and the fixed stars in my chart and also about my transits at the moment. I am so pleased I decided to
have this reading with you and will be back for more later!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Alexis • 5 years ago

Wow Marina!!!
Thank you so much for my Dark Moon reading, omg it was fantastic! I will listen to it again and review my charts along with but my first
impressions were it was amazing, giving me so much insight to my life and relationships. Your intuiton was spot on. And thank you very much
for your positive and encouraging comments. Love the part about Pluto/Persephone too! The whole reading really helps me make sense of
things, like a jigsaw puzzle fitting together. Ive never had a reading that includes fixed stars so its very very interesting! Im really looking forward
to recieving my Solar Return reading from you next :)
Thanks again
best wishes Alexis :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
https://darkstarastrology.com/readings/
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M. del Rin • 5 years ago

Now Reading Dark Moon!
I feel as I recovered my self from illness, long and draining one. I feel I got my strenght back!
My feeling were just sooo right AND my gut! Only this society and this paradigma which is so old, rigid and square!
I really feel as Pinkola Estés says: recovered the wise women within, the one that runs with wolves.
Rocío
(Queen of Underworld... where richness are, aren`t they?)!

△ ▽ • Share ›
M. del Rin • 5 years ago

Marina!
May I confirm what I wrote in an email to you:
Thankyou very much for the natal chart, which made me see myself like in a mirror, really, in my nature. In what I am and what I have always
been. Thankyou also for providing me with some good ideas about the nodes, in which I really felt quite lost. I will sure listen to it more times, so
I am able to understand your words and the meaning of them. At least, I do what I am good at (comm. and children, social service). What was
really new to me though, many times have been told to is this relating and taking care of my own self (ejem... cough, cough). Thankyou for
reminding me to support my life and to live the way my NN would bring to me (all the goodies, really and in all aspects!). I am related to Earth
and Nature. And thankyou for reminding that IS always available for me, even while living in this huge city.
Also, may I add that I do really feel at home at this site. That both of you really walk as I have never seen nobody the very light and so narrow
line of being respectful and letting us free.
Now, that I had received my natal chart, I really sense my belonging here, so to say. I felt deeply understood! And found for me some interesting
paths that should lead me to my NN.
Thanks again!
Rocío Incera.

△ ▽ • Share ›
feedback • 5 years ago

I had a solar rtn reading done from Marina recently because I've been consumed with worry and fear about the health of my family members in
the coming year. I'm sure that Marina sensed this. My chart showed some ominous signs that confirmed my biggest fears but Marina showed
great compassion in interpretating my chart. I will never forget her kindness which will go a long way in getting thru what might be the most
emotionally difficult year of my life.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Dagmar • 5 years ago

Just received my solar return reading I really made it difficult for Marina, only my question hardly any further indications: MARINA DID A
FANTASTIC JOB, very clear answers, understandable even for amateur astrologers. I WISH TO HIGHLIGHT HER PRECISE ANSWERS AS
WELL AS HER INTUITIVEWARMAND HEARTFULL EMBRACE OF THE OVERALL SITUATION. My reading was eye opening and a better
understanding of certain events and
situations. I CAN ONLY RECOMMEND YOUR READINGS MARINA, was one of the best and precise I EVER had! Thank you very much!!!

△ ▽ • Share ›
maria do carmo vorcaro • 5 years ago

Hello, Marina
So amazing and unexpected the solar return you provided me! I'm still fascinated and listening to it again and again and I'm sure I'll discovering
new meanings every day! I'm feeling a bit worried because it's a high responsibility having these two yods ahead... Hoping being able to deal well
with them, I'm so gratefull for all you mentioned and taught me! And I've already ordered the book you suggested me, I didn't need to order in
Amazon, it was sold (the original edition) till by a brazilian bookstore!
thank you very much, maria do carmo

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kacey • 5 years ago

I received my Natal Reading about two weeks ago and it's amazing! I'd never had a fixed stars reading before and I was surprised at the amount
of information that they can give. But the really extraordinary part is the way Marina navigated through all this, touching minor and major
themes in my life and actually making me aware of the resonance between my chart and my choices. Which I already had an idea of, but listening
to her mp3 was like actually having the drawn canvas in all its details right in front of me. (Yes, that means the reading is accurate in every way!)
I feel like it's given me more perspective. I've listened to it a few times, and will continue to do so; as other posters say, I keep getting something
unique out of it every time. Thanks a lot Marina and keep up the amazing work!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Bernard • 5 years ago

I just received my Dark Moon reading and it was incredible. I have purchased other readings from different sources prior to this, but this was
without a doubt the most personal and insightful, overall, and most enlightening in regards to the darker subjects that were given exposure. This
reading is something we all can benefit from and use as a catalyst for a thorough, soul reaching personal growth.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Soul Harmony • 5 years ago

https://darkstarastrology.com/readings/
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Greetings from California Marina!
I just received my Solar Return chart and I am in awe of your work! What you have shared resonates deep within my soul...it gives me pause! I'm
truly looking forward to the new paths that are opening up for me during this next year! :)
Thank you so much for sharing your talents & knowledge, and making it available to the world.
^i^ Love & Light ^i^

△ ▽ • Share ›
John • 5 years ago

I have had natal readings from both Marina and Jamie and must say that they are worth every penny and more. VERY knowledgeable, they use
their stellar insight of aspect patterns, asteroids, and the stars to delve into the depths of your astrological makeup that reaches a level far
beyond anything else you'll find online. Ceaselessly learning, they post their research and share their knowledge through articles you can find
here on their site.
If you haven't had the pleasure of having a reading I highly encourage you to order a natal reading now. You will be blown away by their insights
and listening to it/reading it again and again always finding something new that speaks to you. They truly are stars that shed light on the
sometimes dark pathways of our lives.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Niggles • 5 years ago

Hi Marina ... Thank you for the synastry readings which you did for me one year ago this month. The readings were extremely accurate and
deeply insightful. The readings are touchstones for me and I frequently listen to them even now, as there is always advice and revelations on
further reflection. Your readings have given me guidance and healing during the last year and I'm forever grateful that I found Darkstar Astrology
and yourself. Blessings ....

△ ▽ • Share ›
pia • 5 years ago

Hi, I want to say thank you for my natal reading, Marina. It was very accurate and struck many chords  providing much food for thought! I'm
very keen to look into some of your other readings as well :o)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Daniela • 5 years ago

Thank you Marina for such a superb reading! What an excellent and generous report. With uncanny ability, together with a wonderful sense of
humor and an impressive, deep, accurate insight you got quickly to the high points, throughly reviewing and revealing the influences I will face
and where and how they will be manifested. Not only it blew me away but it just made my day. I'll be back!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Aliza • 5 years ago

I've had natal readings before but I'm always up for another one, to see what someone will discover, new insights.
And a friend of mine was talking about the fixed stars in her chart. I HAD to know more and I knew of this site so promptly scheduled a reading.
What I loved most about the reading was the detail, the story the fixed stars told, and the confirmation it gave me.
I knew that certain placements in my natal meant that I had some intuition but after reading Jamie's email, I felt more confident which will make
my readings better. Not only am I doing this work now, but clearly in past lives as well. Jamie knows his stuff.
And even when there was a "harsh" energy to the star or the chart, he had perspective about it. This was not a doom and gloom reading at all. He
saw the highest vibrations of the energies and his tone was positive (the man does have a 9th House stellium!).
Thank you, Jaime

△ ▽ • Share ›
Wendy • 5 years ago

Hi... your Readings heading is no longer on the top of your webpage ?

△ ▽ • Share ›
Yesmina • 5 years ago

Hello Marina
What a fascinating and fantastic reading that was. You made me go through many emotions: happy, excited...I even let a tear. I thought the
reading was pretty accurate. I had to laugh a couple of times, because you were so spot on. It felt like you've known me for a long time.
Much love
Yesmina

△ ▽ • Share ›
Alejandra E. • 5 years ago

I want to thank you Marina. It's amazing how accurate and precise you were on my natal reading, it really moved me. Every time I listen to it I
find different pieces of my personal puzzle coming together and clicking with information that somehow I felt was there but didn't quite
understand. Receiving this insight from you has given me a sense of closure with past situations and more confidence for discovering whatever is
coming ahead.
All the best,

https://darkstarastrology.com/readings/
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Alejandra

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jenn • 5 years ago

Thank you for the chart and the reading Marina. I will have to listen to it alot more to fully absorb all the data you have given me. You are spot on
with it though and as I am feeling strongly that I need all the help I can get with planning the next part of my life, I am grateful for all the info in
your wonderful report. It's really like connecting the dots with what's around me and taking advantage of oppotunitys that I mite of let slip by if I
had not had you do this cart and reading for me.At my age, 61, life speeds up and gets so good, I dont want to miss anything. Much love and light
my dear. Jenn x

△ ▽ • Share ›
klara duncanandhenry@netzero'n • 6 years ago

hello,i orderd an astroid report.i cannot interpretave anything

△ ▽ • Share ›
JCS • 6 years ago

I ordered the 'Dark Moon' reading because I was very sure I had to do something with my (mean) Lilith placement (Gemini 3rd house).
I've paid for a few astrological reports in the past, which were all pretty good, but Marina's is by far the most indepth and precise (no fluff at all
straight to the point!). I requested for my chart to focus on 'professional success' too and Marina handled this request in a very skilful manner
that was both intuitive and rational (providing something that can "point me in the right direction," in other words).
This is my first audio report and I totally love it (soothing voice with care and insight). I enjoyed scribbling down my notes while listening on the
first round.
This report probably gives me more clarity and accurate insight than a lifetime of therapy/antidepressants/whatnot. Wow, from past family
skeletons in the closet, to possible infamy, to sexual politicsand the "recurrent themes" in my chart were definitely spoton. Will definitely make
the most of what I now know, thanks to Marina's wisdom with the "Dark Moon" Lilith + recommend others for these readings on Darkstar
Astrology (P.S. If you "feel" like you have a dark chart, this is definitely *the* place to get readings)!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Dawn • 6 years ago

I have never before been so validated by any 'therapy' as I have been by Marina's natal reading. She clearly and warmly articulated that sense of
myself which I have spent a lifetime trying to know the shape of. I was shocked at the first listening, crying for the second and about a stone
lighter on listening for the third time. I am very grateful to have come upon this site with its many gems of insight and information.
Thank you Marina for being both gifted and generous with that gift. I'll be back for more!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kate • 6 years ago

Marina,
I wanted to say thank you for an accurate natal reading. It gave me hope for my future and courage to move on from a very bad relationship!
Best,
Kate

△ ▽ • Share ›
Erika Schwenk • 6 years ago

Marina
I wanted to write and let you know how much I LOVED my natal chart reading. I've probably listened to your recording 8 times already. I have
had many natal readings over the years (both western and vedic) Your reading is the most accurate reading I have had to date. No one has
reflected my personality back to me with such accuracy and insight! I am already excited to receive the Dark Moon Reading!!! I WILL be
referring my healing clients to you!!
With love,
Erika

△ ▽ • Share ›
Syrma • 6 years ago

Thank you to Jamie for my very insightful and helpful natal reading. It provided the nononsense guidance that I very much needed at this point
in my life. Clearly Jamie is a very wise and gifted soul.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Sue Norris • 6 years ago

I am speechless after a Dark Moon reading from Marina. I have had a synastry, natal chart and Dark Moon reading so far and each went deeper
into this life and other life times. I love listening to the way Marina weaves the story on the MP3 file. I wish there were more reading options
since I have reached the end of the journey for now. Thanks Marina!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Robert • 6 years ago

Thank you Marina for a very detailed and amazing chart read.Its hard for people to readme in general but you said it all no holding back just like
I like it. At the same time I appreciate your kindness around certain areas which find me Unaspected a little...I will let you know when Lillith
comes around old friends I think.

△ ▽ • Share ›
https://darkstarastrology.com/readings/
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Bea • 6 years ago

"Natal Reading" does not begin to do justice to what you do Marina... What showed up on my inbox was a personalized study with charts, an
MP3 reading about my birth chart that included recent, current and upcoming relevant transits with advice on how to best handle them, and
links to relevant posts on Dark Star Astrology.
The MP3 was the cherry on the top that put all of the information together for me... I particularly appreciated your "delivery": I felt like I was
listening to that longtime friend who knows you THAT well... It was humorous where it needed to be, and you referred to different details I had
mentioned briefly in my email to you, clearly showing your attention to detail and the high level of care and dedication that goes into the work
that you do... I felt both relaxed and reassured by your obvious level of expertise. A good combination, I would say...
The MP3 reading itself was eerily accurate... While I suppose the aspects would draw similar conclusions by others who may read my chart, you
actually brought those aspects to life, specifically how they have tended to play out in my life quite accurately! I appreciated your advice for
handling some of the more difficult aspects of my chart because I can see myself managing to implement it more consistently now that I am more
aware of how those aspects play out. It was also very enlightening to get some perspective on my recent goingson... I will be on the look out for,
and hopefully will better handle them when I need to in the months ahead... (Darn those pesky retrograde planets...)
Thank you so much for the work you do Marina... It does translate into awareness, reassurance,and a sense of empowerment to those who are
lucky enough to come across you... Purchasing that Natal Reading is by far one of the best things I have done for myself, so I would obviously
recommend you without hesitation!
Bea

△ ▽ • Share ›
Shannon • 6 years ago

Marina,
WOW! I have had a lot of readings, so I was not sure I would hear anything new, but I did, and you were so on target! I want to give you detailed
feedback so you can see how your reading correlates.
You mentioned whistle blower, and spy: I worked for the govt. in surveillance of fraud and abuse in healthcare for the poor, unmarried women,
children, and disabled. I am also something like a human lie detector, so people think I am a spy often because I know things they don't think I
should.
You mentioned the swan: The swan as a totem signifies comfort in two worldswater & sky, long neck being a bridge between worlds,inner and
outer beauty, and one source stated that "you must acknowledge what you know." Also, oddly, when I was young I got some tattoos. The first was
a butterfly, half beautiful, the other half was just the black outlines. On my back I got the image of the Lovers tarot card from the Tarot of the cat
people. Uncanny considering all you said about speaking out, and dual imagery/oppositions.
Asc sq neptunethis is both blessing and curse. I find people never see me as I truly am. I am either thier dream or nightmare, angel or devil, and
I have frequently suffered from undeserved reputation/false accusation/etc. On the other hand, I have what was called in ancient Scotland
(where some of my ancestors are from) glammer, or glamoureya kind of magicthe ability to make people see what I want them to see: The
swan as you said. In the past I was very active in music, dance, theater, and I love to role play, so that all adds up.
I have in the past had many addiction type issuesdrugs, food, exercise...sexual anorexia (person does not have an aversion to sex but to
intimacy) which manifested as Female Dominance with a flavor of both retribution & healing. I was a "Goddess." Loving, but somewhat
unaproachable, and like all the Goddesses, I definately had my dark side.
As you mentioned, I do suffer a lot from confusion. I always thought it was becuase of libra moonable to see all sides. A couple of the forces that
propelled me into the Church were my fascination with the art/imagery/and universal symbolism present in the Church, but also I was seeking
community, ritual, & the feminine (in Mary, the saints etc) and Catholicism has the only truly accessable mystical traditions that have a strong
community presence in my area.
Anyway, loved the reading!!! I am definately going to want to get a Dark Goddess reading in the near future.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Judy • 6 years ago

Wow, Marina!
I feel like I should give my initial impressions of your reading or it will just get too complicated!
A year or 2 ago, I discovered a beautiful painting  The Uninvited Guest. I just loved the idea of a beautiful wedding with a hidden aspect. Ah yes,
Sun conjunct Eris  the story of my life.
Another theme  being a nurse. I feel my past lives as a doctor put a block on moving forward. I feel I was hung as a doctor in a past life for a
patient's death. I know I must have been a witch/wise woman due to the interests I have but, I also have a huge block on this too.
Progressed Neptune on Asc. I've felt this for a long time. I almost lost the use of my legs. Even a year ago, I had trouble walking. I'm good now
because of changes I have made.
I feel you have opened a window. There is a small beam of light. Perhaps I can see where it leads.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kate • 6 years ago

Im facing a crisis in my life. my husband of almost 4 years cheated on me. I don't know what to do. I don't know if I should divorce him or stay
and try to make it work. what kind of reading I need? my b day is march 13, time 7.25 am asia pacific time. I also want to know if I will have a
good career in the future. hope u can help me. thanks

△ ▽ • Share ›
https://darkstarastrology.com/readings/
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Marina > Kate • 6 years ago

Hi Kate. A good basic reading to start with is the natal.https://marinadarkstar.wpengine.com... It will show your strengths and
weaknesses, talents, which career direction you should take and how you can make the best of yourself. I also have a look at past karma
through the Nodes which will reveal why you may be having blockages (Your husband) in this life. I will also look at your current transits
to see why you are experiencing this crisis now and when it will pass.

△ ▽ • Share ›
campbell • 6 years ago

I am here to add yet another gold star to this page full of glowing reviews. I received my Dark Moon reading and I was so impressed from the
wealth of information that Marina was able to pick up on! I did have expectations of this being an excellent reading(I mean, who wouldnt, read
all of the reviews), but seriously, those expectations were blown right out of the water. That is saying a lot because expectations are a challenge to
surpass. Marina definitely knows what she is doing, and has a way of communicating these sensitive points without sacrificing integrity of
message to be nonoffensive, and thus vague. The wealth of information within her shows, it was a joy to listen to. I have listened to it several
times and I am still soaking everything in. I am amazed at how the energy of myth can be present in our chart and how this can affect our lives.
The energy of the Dark Goddesses/Moon has played a more powerful role in my life than I could really find concrete and concise evidence for. It
was one of those things I always strongly felt, but could not really "prove" to myself in a way, or even understand where or why it was coming
through in certain ways. Why did I instinctually feel or act out certain ways? Were there patterns in my life events? How does all of this relate to
the energies of the Dark Moon? This reading answered all of that for me  years of questions I had held inside like sacred puzzle pieces  and it
has confirmed over and over how complex and deep all of this can be, and how far this can be taken... all from points in a chart that maps the
moment you are born! I cannot thank you enough for the wonderful service you are doing here. I feel it is important that we as a collective are
aware of how these energies play out in our lives so that we become more selfaware human beings, especially coming to understand energies of
the Divine Feminine that has been ignored and repressed for so long. I know I have gotten so much out of my reading, and I know I will be back
again for another reading type in the future! Darkstar is a gem, thank you again!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kacey • 6 years ago

Wow Marina, so much info, where do I start? Thanks for such an inspiring SR reading! :))
As it is, I'm writing a thesis now, which will lead to a degree hopefully I'll hand it in somewhere around July and yes, this is a year I hope to
promote my writing in this line of work, so that I can actually go ahead and start with a teaching job. First spot on! It's a relief to hear it's a good
year to promote myself in this field. I've forgotten how to do that, really, but I need to get on with it now, so thanks for making this point! I also
intend to apply for positions abroad, as the situation here is anything but rosy…
So, that's another yes, about the collective upheaval you mention being reflected in the chart: living in Greece at the moment means being faced
with every doom scenario possible, from bad to worse to the end of the world, sheer terror at times...It does teach you to take it one day at a time,
though.
Now, I do have a spiritual path and it's the thing that keeps me going under the circumstances, but it's not a job and it's not my intention to work
in this field...for now, at least. But, I do see the 'spiritual warrior' point you make in the NeptuneMars aspect and, to tell you the truth, this is
exactly how I want to move with this energy. I'm not very fond of Neptune touching my Mars (natal Mars being already in Pisces, enough fog
there, thank you); but I do see its value in directing assertiveness into something for the greater good. I can go with that.
About the Lilith/Jupiter/Venus thing, Pluto in the 7th (by transit also) and the 7th/10th square...what can I say... I'm single at the moment and
the conflict you mention is something I've experienced internally, rather than externally. I don't know how it will be with a someone new. In my
past relationships, there were almost always issues of secrecy/lies/nonavailability/disillusionment and a lot of pain (Venus opp. Pluto natally).
I sincerely haven't got ONE clue as to how my love life will look like in the future... I just hope I can clean whatever ashes remain of this old
energy and move on to more loving relationships…sooner than later, would be appreciated!
On the 'third person' issue, there's this uncertain kind of 'friendship' with an ex (who at this point has a girlfriend), reappearing a few days
see more

△ ▽ • Share ›
Sue Norris • 6 years ago

I jut received the files for a synastry reading from Marina. I have had many readings over the years but I found that Marina's combination of
traditional astrology with her knowledge of the stars and her intuition results in an exceptional reading. I highly recommend getting a reading
from Marina.

△ ▽ • Share ›
joan • 6 years ago

thanks very much marina 4 ur solar return reading. Clarified issues 4 me that had seemed quite nebulously unstabilizing. I was really impressed
in general, and specifically by ur skill and knowledge. Complex yet clear & insightful, I whole heartedly agree with the positive reviews listed
above.

△ ▽ • Share ›
This comment was deleted.

Marina > Mike • 6 years ago

Hi Mike, I am starting readings this week, but I have quite a backlog to get through. If you can wait, I should be able to do a reading for
you in approximately 34 weeks. https://marinadarkstar.wpen...

△ ▽ • Share ›
Anabelle • 6 years ago

Dear Marina and Jamie,
Sorry took ages but the impact is all the same the reading and the rectification are both amazing. I'd like to thank Jamie for the great
rectification he did for me. I must say it is bulls eye just where it should be. It is an eye opener that Marina saw my "psychic" ability. It always
flashes before my very eyes but I never paid attention or refuse to acknowledge it. Now I know how to appreciate it and consider that it's all in
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me. I plan to enhance it and be able to recognize it more as it comes. Not everyone is gifted with that ability and I must be thankful for it. I do not
know how to thank you enough but I am sure all those who will engage your services will feel the same way. Best wishes, Anabelle

△ ▽ • Share ›
Sunita • 6 years ago

Marina, thank you so much for the insightful and accurate Dark Moon Reading. You have a gift and bless you for sharing it with others. You have
the unique ability to see beyond what is in the charts and your interpretations are so revealing. You are a master at your craft with the added
benefit of your wit and charm. I would highly recommend your Dark Moon Reading for anyone interested in getting to know their inner self more
deeply through an astrological reading.

△ ▽ • Share ›
alena • 6 years ago

Wow! Thank you so much, Marina, for an amazing In Depth Synastry reading. I was shocked by the accuracy, especially of the fixed stars and was
impressed to see my life unfolding in the charts. I have replayed your reading many times as there is just so much information. Thank you for the
clarity; many of the questions I had been struggling with were answered and I am now able to let my heart lead, as it seems it was correct all
along. You have such a sense of humor and personable manner. It truly felt like we were sitting over a cup of tea. Thank you again. Best wishes,
alena xo

△ ▽ • Share ›
joan • 6 years ago

hi  just ordered a reading, didn't notice any area to attack photo as requested or info. COuld u contact me via email before u get started on the
reading. Sure can use a little perspective right now. thank u.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Marina > joan • 6 years ago

Thanks Joan. Yes you have to wait for me to email before you can send photos. I can't put my direct email on here because it attracts too
much spam.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Cate Pousson • 6 years ago

Thank you so much for the solar return reading, Marina. It was so much more indepth than I expected! Although I am still processing all the
information I received, I must say that this is by far the most thoughtful and accurate astrology reading I have ever had. I am deeply grateful for
Marina's valuable insights.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Colleen • 6 years ago

I have recently had a synastry reading from Marina, and have to say I was blown away by the accuracy and insightfulness of her reading. She was
able to draw out and articulate dynamics that I have struggled to understand, and helped me to see why this relationship has been so important.
I would absolutely recommend this reading to anyone who wants to have clearer insight into their relationship issues, and have a sense of where
it is headed...Marina is amazing!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Helen • 6 years ago

I found Marina's Dark Goddess reading to be extremely insightful and beneficial. She is a very gifted astrologer and I'm glad I discovered her.
Many thanks Marina.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Fiona • 6 years ago

I'd just like to thank Marina for the brilliant Dark Goddess reading. I have never before had such a precise asrological analysis as the Dark
Goddess reading. It was so insightful and hit many,many nails right on the head. I highly recommend them,
Thank you very much ,
Kind regards,
Fiona

△ ▽ • Share ›
Rebecca • 6 years ago

I understand the whole Sun, Venus, Chiron stellium much better now in my relationships!
Thank you, Jamie and Marina for a highly accurate reading! xx

△ ▽ • Share ›
Lesley • 6 years ago

Many Thanks Marina for a very validating and enlightening reading. The fixed stars and Dark Goddesses in my chart provide vital information
about my life experiences and direction which is not evident by looking at the planets alone. You are certanly providing a very valuable and
unique service with your articles and readings!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kristen • 6 years ago

Dear Marina and Jamie,
I want to thank you both so very much for your combined natal reading. Your use of the fixed stars and asteroids really rounded out my
understanding of my chart, filling in big holes in my understanding of my chart. I felt both restored and motivated by your readings. I will
certainly consult again and would recommend you both to anyone. Thank you again!

△ ▽ • Share ›
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Staci • 6 years ago

Thank you for the amazing and insightful eclipse readings. Marina's words resonated on many levels and left me with a feeling of excitement
about the possibilities, evolution and growth that are at my disposal during these times. Thank you for expanding my view. The fix stars are a
great addition and bring color and flavor. By the way, Marina, with Alcyone on my Sun at 29 Taurus, I was born with vision in only one eye. I
highly recommend Darkstar readings to anyone, whether you are a seasoned astrologer or a skeptic. I will keep you posted with details of my
experience.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kyle • 6 years ago

Hi, Marina , Jamie, & DarkStar Astrology staff.
Based on the readings I received so far, I must admit I am quite shocked with how seemingly accurate your readings were. Even coming from a
skeptic, yet fairly knowledgeable about astrology, I am also very surprised how much NEW things I learned. You went to straight to the details
providing, the personal readings, I truly desired, which I did not get from the regular computerized natal chart sites.
I admit, I was a little embarrassed after realizing how much personal information I gave you, but I am glad you chose not to read into my email
entirely. And that starting fresh, surely shows the credibility of your knowledge of astrology. And based off not knowing my past, it is amazing
how accurate your readings described my life so far.
My problem was is that even though I know a little bit about astrology, I really do not know the certain details of astrology and how to truly read
my chart. And because of that I grew obsessed to know more about my chart, and what my future holds. This lead me to buy other company natal
charts, they pretty much described the same things, but I still wanted more. Like I said what I truly wanted was a very personal reading, and your
services have allowed me to do, which I am grateful for. Listening to your chart I can see some Scorpionic/Plutonic reasons for my obsession, but
because you have gave me the information what I wanted to know, I feel like I can move on from this study (or at least become more concerned
about other matters of my life).
Overall, the readings you gave me so far are fairly accurate. I would like to explain more about some of the readings you told me and how they
relate to me currently. Both my twin brother and I are Korean adoptees living in America. We did not know much about our birth mother until
see more

△ ▽

• Share ›
Angela Fox-Ward > Kyle • 6 years ago

Thanks for sharing, you have expressed great courage & strength. God bless you on your life journey.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Hannah • 6 years ago

Marina,
I was extremely satisfied with the reading! Not only were you greatly knowledgeable, but very insightful. As I told you my mother and I have a
great interest in astrology, and we were amazed at how accurate and how detailed the reading was. I have a couple of friends I am definitely
recommending you to.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Vinitha • 6 years ago

Dear Marina,
The synastry reading was really well done! I was surprised by how accurate it was. It's interesting how the past has such a large role to play in
resolving issues in the present. Thanks for all the wonderful insights. :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Parin Stormlaughter • 6 years ago

Aha, done a first pass through my Dark Goddess reading and I'm deeply gratified. You get excellent marks for being straight forward, no sugar
coating, right to the point. I'm not an astrologer but you were able to put all this in terms I understood quite clearly. You are the second person
who has identified some of the specifics about me (ironically, though, the only astrologer!).
One more source and I'll be sold on my switch in career choice. I know, I know, this isn't a vocationtype reading but you bet I've been pondering
these oddities in me. Your wording and phrasing that I'm "wired" for some of these darker aspects of life and other people. No reason not to use
it to help them. :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Margareta • 6 years ago

Thank you Marina and Jamie for a very interesting and thoughtprovokng reading. Adding the fixed star gave a much deeper understanding. I
have felt I have "known" my chart for several years but I realise there was more...
All the best to you
Margareta

△ ▽ • Share ›
Serphina > Margareta • 6 years ago

Read: Raphael;s medical astrologer/it will help you help others to offset the effects; thanks for your data, I have a client I am seeing
leaving body, the data on comet helped me pinpoint the date. Blessings.sorry but I do not read or answer email.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Gwenolye • 6 years ago

Thank you so much Marina for such an interesting and insightful reading, I loved it! And it is so great to get it as an mp3, I can listen any time to
remind myself of the important things you mentioned it will be a great support What an experience really glad I found your site and I am really
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remind myself of the important things you mentioned, it will be a great support. What an experience, really glad I found your site, and I am really
impressed with how pro you are, it is really inspiring! I am very grateful for your work, thanks for doing readings with the dark Goddess, such an
important subject and you do it so well!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jess • 6 years ago

I was amazed when I received Marina's mp3 for my natal chart. She told me things I had suspected for years, and helped me understand the
feeling of walking the fine line between light and dark. She also helped me to understand how to achieve balance, and to realize that I am on the
right path. I can't wait for Jamie's reading!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Mehnaz • 6 years ago

I received Marina's mp3 natal chart reading this past week. I tell you, in the past, I have spent a lot of money going to different astrologers on the
web getting readings done. This reading has been the most insightful one of all. It is not computer generated. I appreciate that Marina took her
time to really analyze my chart. I loved that she focussed on how the planets aspected stars/asteroids I have never even heard of! Marina told me
that I need to become a warrior woman and it has stuck in my head!
I will definitely be coming back for more in the future!
I cannot wait to receive Jamie's reading .... :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Rachel • 6 years ago

Just had a reading from Marina for a specific question and the care and detail that she put into it were amazing. I laughed a lot and cried a bit
because she spotted my dilemma, put into words something I have barely been able to articulate and made me look at it the other way up. I have
been following Darkstar for a while and learning so much about my chart and how difficult transits have affected me, but nothing beats having
someone as knowledgeable, intuitive and downright funny as Marina do a reading to get the full picture and a different perspective. She has the
gift of breaking your flaws to you gently! This is the real thing.
Thanks evil agent of Pluto!

△ ▽ • Share ›
tiﬀany manning • 7 years ago

I ordered my second reading from Darkstar ~ consistantly brilliant. There are no preprinted, sausage factory sheets, its all done personally for
YOU. Marina sends a recording, Jamie sends a written report on the moon transits. The readings are accurate, insightful and practical  and great
value for the personalisation recieved. Thank you guys, so happy :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
barb • 7 years ago

Marina's Dark Goddess reading was really affirming and incredibly accurate. The Dark Goddess has been knocking on my door for decades and I
welcomed her while at the same time holding her at arm's length. This reading came along just at the right time to help me with a big leap into
reintegration of these energies so long hidden and causing pain and confusion. Getting them back is a huge joy and a great wonder. Her deep
understanding of this process is really a gift. Highly recommended.

△ ▽ • Share ›
katy colaizzo • 7 years ago

good morning star readers, i received my first reading from marina yesterday and was reminded of the beauty and wisdom written at our birth.
Marinia's interpretation was scholarly,(boy does she know her stuff) and guided by an intuitive grace, giving it a magical quality, that moment
when you know you are with someone whose vision is expansive, alluring and illuminating

△ ▽ • Share ›
Kristi • 7 years ago

A belated THANK YOU for the amazing reading!!! I have listened to the MP3 recording several times and continue to find it enlightening and
thought provoking... and incredibly accurate!!! I have had several readings with various astrologers and intuitive psychics over the years  some
rather well known  Marina's reading made even the good
ones them look amature! I was especially impressed and appreciative of the way Marina was able to read between the lines of my inquiry and
craft a customized reading for me. I also really appreciated the follow up correspondence we exchanged which helped me further process my
reading. It definitely wont be my last reading! Thank you!!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Charyl • 7 years ago

I just now finished listening to Marina's mp3 reading for my Solar Return.
I was a bit skeptical of a mp3 reading and skeptical that it might be a bit of a fluff. I should know better! She spoke of the connections to ancestry
and what have I been doing but looking over my Mother's albums and telling my son of the lineage and seeing his Norweigian side,my father, like
an anchor. Marina said saturn was on the 4th, anchor was the word we both used. She said SN on sometimes arrogance Orion last year might
have had a come uppence and again the Mother influence called me a Pompus Ass. She said I was chained from letting my hair down. Yes! I was
screaming out loud and curling my toes. Excellent once again. She said the NN was about the snake charmer and Kundalini which is exactly my
plan, to work with the centering of the Kundalini energy after 30 yrs of yoga and having one experience of feeling like "just a channel". So with so
little information she is so amazingly on. Do check her out, it worth it.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Olivia • 7 years ago

Thank you so much Marina and Jaime for this wonderful reading…
I wrote a long confusing letter to them and still they managed to cover all the points I had discussed plus tapping in to other significant things in
my life. As I study astrology I asked to get it explained to me where in the sky the interpretations where coming from and I really got some
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helpful insights from their side. I also got heaps of new mythology to read up on in order to go deeper in to interpretate my chart further and the
story's that are affecting my life.
I really think these guys are following their path and are making a huge difference to this world with their work. There original way of reading
charts, that seems to be ever evolving as they evolve, are not only accurate and helpful but also revolutionary.
The world is evolving and so must astrology. There astrology is very relevant, at least for me, but I think for many others as well.
I can see this just in the way that where I am at the moment, in India, you don't use any bodys outside of Saturn. They are not relevant to the
culture. People don't break out of the norm in the way of Uranus for example. Likewise, what a jotish astrologer would tell me would not be
relevant to me. I don't care when you think I am getting married or how many children I will have.. He he…
I felt like I could be totally open with the issues to address without feeling that the person interpreting my chart would not have a clue of how to
relate to my world and outlook on life.
The world got lot's to be grateful for as these guys are shedding light on the hidden dark feminine forces that have been hiding in that cave of our
unconscious, companied by Lilith, in exile while patriarchy has been rowing this planet and our consciousness.
It is time for change, so as above, so below.. These asteroid goddesses are not only another tool to interpetate charts, they are vital for us to
understand in order to make conscious decisions to create a better world in these times of change.
Thank you so much again for your wonderful contribution to the world.
Keep up the good work cuss you got a new customer that are going to want to have more of your amazing insights and for all her friends as well!
Cheers,
O

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jon R • 7 years ago

I've done quite a bit of astrological research over the last year or so, and I've got to say... not only did your natal chart reading hit what I've found
on the head, you found some new insights too that I had suspected for some time, but couldn't put my finger on.
Now that I've gotten some more insight into myself, and my possible potential (as well as a few of the things I really need to work on/look out
for... especially those Mars aspects and energies!), I should be able to put some of the fiery past behind me. Perhaps instead of the path of war,
the path of peace, so to speak.
Definitely recommended! Already talked to a friend about this, and hope to pass the word on to a few others who I think would be interested.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Gwen9 • 7 years ago

Dear Marina & Jamie, Thank you for an amazing Natal reading. It really is soul healing stuff...I will read it whenever the darkness descends on
me, to remind myself that 'I have a loving and lovely soul,' Thank you Jamie for those very healing words. I am so glad I found this site, you are
both wonderful progressives.. your work is making a sacred contribution to the evolution of consciousness  back home  to the bliss of divine
Oneness.
Thank you for helping me evolve.
God*dess Bless you

△ ▽ • Share ›
Blessed • 7 years ago

The first time I've done this. And I feel as if sb's actually looked out for me that Marina and Jamie's was the place I decided to come to. I can't
imagine going anywhere else.
Life, I feel is an amazing, awesome thing, and it's as much fixed as it is changeable. Marina and Jamie really tell you what you are, and THEN
also show you how to evolve.
If you want a truthful, heartfelt, sincere reading with genuine insight and inspiration to boot, look no further.
WOW.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Vinitha • 7 years ago

Marina,
What I've come to realize through intuition, you have very easily revealed through knowledge of the constellations. Thank You! That was a very
accurate Dark Goddess reading. Swinging between the dark and the light is a path I know all too well and yes I did spook my family growing up.
Lol. I've steered clear of addictions and embraced the spiritual so I'm glad I've taken to the positive influence of the planets. This was very
insightful, almost as if you were preparing me for what is to come. Thanks again and I'm glad I was lead to this site. :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Nancy • 7 years ago

Your reading was so insightful and on the nose, without knowing a thing about me! I loved the way the tarot was woven with the reading, as well
as all of the different types of readings (year ahead, solar return, natal glance) were woven together. I really felt like you took the time to look at
me as an individual. The incorporation of fixed planets was interesting too. I'm looking forward to following the specific key days that you noted
throughout the next two years to see what happens! Thank you!! I highly recommend Marina and Jamie!!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Angeline888 • 7 years ago

I was very impressed by the wealth of information in my natal report. Marina was spot on with a lot of her observations I also thought the Tarot
cards were a really nice touch :) Jamie's insights just complimented Marina's observations perfectly! They both definitely gave me a lot to think
about. I was very pleased with my reading and definitely recommend Marina and Jamie's natal reading to anyone who is keen on gaining a
deeper understanding of themselves. Thank you both so much for sharing your unique an enlightening knowledge with me! :) Actually I was so
impressed I am considering getting a dark goddess reading, but I am just curious how does it differ to the natal reading? Marina you already
touched on the influence of Lilith and Eris in my chart, does the goddess reading elaborate on that?

△ ▽ • Share ›
Chris • 7 years ago
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Thanks guys!
What can I say that hasn't been said before me?
Not much,well done fellow wizards of the modern age! You are helping to bring the wisdom of the fixed stars and the Dark Goddess into our
consciousness with a wonderful sense of humour and irony that makes me want to hang out with you guys and talk to you for ages about
EVERYTHING.
Expect more reading requests from me!
Love and Light

△ ▽ • Share ›
Katia • 7 years ago

This is Katia (I wrote the review above). I just realized that by calling myself a "beginner in the field of astrology", I might give off the idea that I
am easy to impress and don't have a good point of reference to judge a reading. In retrospect this wasn't a good choice of words and I only wrote
that so that people who are new to astrology are not discouraged by some of the terminology they see on the site and in the comments sections.
I come from an occult background and can tell a cold reading, from an intuitive one and a mix of the former, from a reading that is based on
information that had to be methodically discovered by the reader on his/her own, even if they did beautifully use intuition as a supplement. I just
have too much respect for the real professionals to call myself anything other than a beginning student  especially in respect to the innovative
stuff Jamie and Marina are doing.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Katia • 7 years ago

Jamie and Marina, provided me with an genuinely insightful "Natal Reading". They are truly pros at what they do! I'd asked for some specific
issues to be focused on and they covered them in great depth and in a way that made sense to someone who is a beginner in the field of astrology.
They also brought in some other issues that they felt were important for me to consider and gave gentle and empathetic advice and how to work
with them, while moving towards my goals.
Everything in their reading resonated with me and I had either felt the things they discussed to have always been the case, or to have started
happing within the last few months. The reading was insightful, professional and came from two people who genuinely cared! Like I said, I have
yet to give astrology an in depth study and was pleasantly shocked about how much precise and detailed information it provides and how helpful
it can be when harnessed and made to work for one's greatest good. Marina and Jamie are really an awesome pair and I highly recommend them!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Darkdreamer • 7 years ago

I`ve ordered three readings over the course of the last year I think, the synastry reading, the Dark Goddess reading and now the forecast.
I am very impressed with your nontraditional, consistent and intuitive approach to astrology. It`s a kind of astrology I`ve never seen being done
before, and I`ve been learning so much, not only from your readings, but also from reading your articles on here.
I`m always striving to expand my (astrological) horizon and find astrological techniques that seem logical and consistent to me, and you
provided exactly that. It gave me new ideas to investigate further in my own astrological work. Thank you!
Now about the readings: I am just blown away. And I find that I often come back to all the readings, even the synastry one. Some paragraphs
touched me so deeply that I know you have hit a very important spot in my sub or halfconsciousness, and I need to follow these thoughts
further.
Your reports are very accurate, but they are so in a deeply personal way, which  quite frankly amazes me.
I find most astrological reports kind of "superficial"  they may be accurate, but they don`t dig deep enough, yours definitely just went right into
the core of my soul and personality.
Apart from that you even inspired me to look into fixed stars, which I had avoided to do before, because it all seemes so "doom and gloom".
But now I feel that I had been missing a very significant part of astrology and my understanding of fixed stars and how they can be integrated
consistently into analysis grows by the hour.
You`ve given me much stuff for thought and further study, and my AquariusMoon and SunMercuryconjunction in Sagittarius rejoices about
that.
One last thing:
In the relationship report of last year Marina drew some Tarot Cards for it. In the future the "3 of swords" appeared.
Now in my personal forecast for 2011 the very same card appears, just this time as indicative of the present.
This interconnection just blows me away.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Charyl • 7 years ago

Thank you Marina. What I like about your readings and site is that you offer information that others do not and that you are both so uniquely
and thoroughly into it. It seems to also give you a wider more varied scope to approach the charts story with moderate price tags. I found your
reading thorough, accurate and satisfying whilst maintaining throughout a sense of connection to your strength and presence within it. I
definitely would do this again either to explore deepening or to approach from a different angle. Much much thanks. I agree with all the above
praises given to the works. Merry Christmas 2010. It's snowing, the field is covered here on the West coast today with a blanket of white.
Nemeste

△ ▽ • Share ›
Jo • 7 years ago

Wow thank you so much Marina, just read though the report and very excited to reread it again, so much to absorb. All so accurate! Unaspected
Sun, yes my father dissapeared from my life when I was very young so I have built up my Saturn focal point of yod over the time. Amazingly
accurate about the Persephone theme too, very 'mothering' mother which is sometimes hard to break away from even as an adult. All the mystic
aspects, yes so true I am into tarot, astrology, the occult, I absolutely find all these things fascinating. I also do attract quite powerful and
'unusual' characters into my life as an interesting reflection. As a career I do hope to use my imagination and offer people tarot readings,
astrology and also meditation and yogic arts
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Really wonderful to know about the fixed stars when they are interpreted with such elloquence as I've read about in here. This reading is exactly
what I wanted to explore and has provided a wonderful catalyst for some self exploration. I really appreciate it!
Jo x

△ ▽ • Share ›
Juli • 7 years ago

Thank you Marina for the dark goddess reading. An indepth reading of aspects that no astrologer has ever touched on. I will be going back to
this reading again and again to integrate all the information you gave me. Much to meditate on and this new knowledge will be a guide during the
next phase of my life.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Fliss • 7 years ago

I have just got my dark goddess reading and synastry report and even though I am an astrologer myself I am amazed at how accurate, insightful
and basically spot on these readings are!! thank you so much Marina and Jamie for all the work you put into the readings. You are helping me on
my journey deeper into myself and into astrology. Marina's dark goddess reading has inspired me to look further into the subject of asteroids.
The synastry is scarily accurate too...thanks for the positive predictions..will let you know how it all pans out!!You're an amazing couple...
Take care
Fliss

△ ▽ • Share ›
Christina • 7 years ago

I feel grateful for this nice piece of astrological work I received a few days ago. It makes me happy to find people that love whatever they do and
do it so well...This reading is a very delicate portrait, accurate even to the small details, but also very discreet and respecful. It is also amazingly
intuitive! From the tenths of possible interpretations Marina picked the right ones without having ever met me. So, thanks a million for this
beautiful reading that gave me a very helpful insight and helped me clear up a few critical details about the whole picture... All my best wishes!
Keep doing like this!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Juli • 7 years ago

Many thanks to Marina and Jamie for the amazing three month forecast. Incredible insights and confirmation of a difficult period, thankfully
being followed soon by a time of renewal. The reading has also helped me to make connections to the recent past and how it is impacting the
present and future. This clarity has put me more at ease and I am now better informed to make important life decisions when the time comes to
make them. I especially appreciate your unique way of expressing the forecast. I felt I was in the hands of a doula or midwife as I was reading
about my life. Looking forward to a Dark Goddess reading soon. All the best to you both!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Lara • 7 years ago

I have just received my 3 month forecast......and you are both so accurate to the situation at hand currently, I am looking forward to the next 3
months, especially Dec/Jan. It is amazing!!! I wouldn't go anywhere else now (other than my friend Ann off course, but she knows me far to well
:)). Best wishes to you both, keep up the good work!

△ ▽ • Share ›
Tera • 7 years ago

Marina and Jaime, in my opinion, are the leading progressive astrologers I have had the pleasure to get a reading from. Astrologers must not
only have a breadth and depth of knowledge but also must possess skill and intuition regarding readings: Marina and Jamie have all of those
qualities and more. As I was reading my charts, I could sense thier own passion for interpreting information and the insight they gave me was
priceless. I learned quite a few things about myself and I felt a larger sense of understanding regarding my circumstances, my personality, and
my purpose. Everything they said made sense and there were instances and patterns of my life brought to my attention that I never really
understood, but they sorted them all out. As a team, they each bring thier own unique insights and knowledge and they work together to truly
develop and unmask the the different layers that make us up as individuals.
I have referred my family and friends, with the utmost confidence that they too will be enlightened as I have. They are brilliant storytellers, and
what makes it so much more enjoyable is that it's the story of your life of your many lives.
So, a big thank you to Marina and Jamie and I feel lucky and blessed to have found the pair of you to help me along my way.
xoxo :)
Tera

△ ▽ • Share ›
Isaac • 7 years ago

I am an astrologer, but seldom really 'read' for myself. I've had the 3month forecasts from Marina and Jamie, and I was incredibly impressed
with the information and style, and how some of it seemed so right on as to make me think 'Wow...how'd they know that?' So, anyway, these guys
have their act together, and I highly recommend their services.
Thanks loads,
Isaac

△ ▽ • Share ›
Lara • 7 years ago

Thanks so much for my natal chart and dark goddess reading, it is scary how accurate you are in regards to my personality and traits, if everyone
knew I was a big softie I would be in real strife at work, LOL. seriously I couldn't recommend you both enough (and Ann for giving me such a
lovely gift for my birthday THANKS ANN) I will be recommending you to all family and friends Good value for money too! Love the new
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lovely gift for my birthday, THANKS ANN). I will be recommending you to all family and friends. Good value for money too! Love the new
website, you have been working very hard! Look after yourselves :)

△ ▽ • Share ›
Cassandra Fish • 7 years ago

Thank you very much for this reading. I am not surprised as to the insight I find there but rather am in awe of this "new to me" analysisthere all
the time though, of course! brought to the light by your expertise and insight. Your reading is very affirming and powerful. I highly recommend
for those that have had tradtional astrology readings but are looking for some emtionally deep, transformative information.

△ ▽ • Share ›
rob • 7 years ago

@Marina
Am beginning to appreciate the wisdom of your approach more as I get further into astrology Marina and Jamie. Use of house systems looks
random to some extent. How random you will know better than I. Would be useful to know what you find.
Houses can offer refinement, which can help deepen meaning and value for the individual, as well as complexity which may obscure. Down to the
individual astrologer and the questions asked I guess.
I doubt the ancients used houses. Whether they used houses or not, Sign and Star based reading recalls a fundamental resonance  this has a
strong appeal as it has an archetypal energy that is both deep and well established in meaning.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Marina • 7 years ago

Good question Michelle! In fact there are atleast 5 different house systems in common use by Astrologers. Planets on the cusps of a house will
often fall into the next house depending on which system you use. Therefore I try to not rely too much on house positions.
The most important elements to me are the aspects and then the stars they fall on. If the houses reflect the same themes, THEN I will bring the
house interp into it. I'm actually in the middle of researching into this as I am torn between whole signs and Equal signs as to which is best to
use. I like both these systems because they work at high altitudes without compressing some houses beyond recognition.
Thanks for lovely feedback.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Michelle • 7 years ago

Dear Marina:
Thankyou for the Lilith piece! I was excited to get it sooner than expected. An interesting, enjoyable, connected, unique read. I think it takes a
lot of talent to draw up such a reading without meeting a person. I am pleased. And, I am curious about something.... you had read me for sun 'n'
additional gem. planets as being in the 11th house, as well as my moon 'n' neptune as being in the 5th... when I have always been under the
impression that they fell in the 10th and 4th respectively. So I was wonderin. : )
Michelle T.

△ ▽ • Share ›
Yvonne • 7 years ago

Thank you so much for the natal report. I love it, and you've clearly put so much thought and work into it. Some of your comments are so
accurate, it's spooky! In fact, I'm so impressed, I've just ordered a threemonth forecast.
I also really love your use of some of the asteroids and less familiar planets (if they are planets) and stars. It makes me want to find out more!
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